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In the present work, a new, additive-free technique for enhancing the flow in pipelines is introduced. This technique utilizes an
inserted turbulence-altering pseudo-surface, with certain dimensions inside of the pipe (adjacent to the inner wall). This technique
is meant to investigate the viscoelastic behavior of soluble additives to enhance the flow in pipelines. A liquid circulation system
with a testing section divided into four subsections was used to test the drag reduction effect of the new technique. The results
showed that nearly 60% flow enhancement is achievable when inserting 12 strips with lengths of 60 cm into a 0.0381-m diameter
pipe.
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Introduction

Transporting fluids through pipes is known to be an
energy-intensive process due to the turbulent modes in which
these fluids are transported. As such, the science of reducing
this turbulence, or drag reduction, is a field of great impor-
tance from both economic and academic perspectives. Since
their discovery by Toms (1949), polymeric additives have
been known to significantly reduce drag even when used in
minute quantities. Along with surfactants and suspended
solids, polymers are a part of a group of additives that have
established a foothold in virtually all industries that require
flow enhancement. A few parts per million of these additives
can produce drag reductions ranging from 20% to 80%.
Generally, the tested drag reducing agents (DRA’s) can be
classified into three main categories, namely polymers (Gyr
and Bewersdorff, 1995; Usui et al., 2004; White and Mungal,
2008; Winkel et al., 2009; Yusuf et al., 2012; Al-Wahaibi
et al., 2013; Abdulbari et al., 2013; Abdulbari et al., 2014),
surfactants (Guzman et al., 1999; Saeki and Ohtake, 2007;
Suzuki et al., 2010, 2012; Brostow, 2008; Kim et al., 2008),
and suspended solids (Gyr and Buhler, 2010; Yang and
Dou, 2010; Pouranfard et al., 2014).

The first commercially feasible application of polymeric
DRA’s was in transport of crude oil in the 800 miles
trans-Alaska (Alyeska) pipeline in 1979 (Motier et al.,
1996; Yi et al., 2011). The polymeric DRA could improve

the crude oil flow by 30% at homogeneous concentrations
as low as 1 ppm. Later, the polymeric drag reducing agent
was successfully applied in other crude oil pipelines such as
the Bass Strait in Australia, Iraq–Turkey pipelines,
Mumbai offshore, and in finished hydrocarbon product lines
(Motier and Carreir, 1989; Dujmovich and Gallegos, 2005).
Besides that, polymeric DRA’s were successfully used in
other industrial applications such as oil well operations
(Burger and Chorn, 1980), firefighting (Fabula, 1971), trans-
port of suspensions and slurries (Golda, 1986), and biomedi-
cal applications (Greene et al., 1980). Despite the remarkable
success of these polymeric additives in reducing drag, they are
not without faults. Additives necessarily alter or change the
physical and sometimes chemical properties of the fluid into
which they are introduced. Also, the resistance of polymeric
additives to mechanical or even chemical degradation is low
in most of the cases. Long-chained polymers are especially
vulnerable to scission due to high shear stresses, which cause
the chains to gradually become shorter to a point where they
are ineffective as drag-reducing agents. At this point, more
additives must be reintroduced to maintain the same flow
throughput. All that means additional costs and injection sta-
tions (Anselmo and Edson, 2012). The usage of synthetic
polymers (DRA’s) as flow enhancers in pipelines carrying
raw water or drinking water was prohibited by many govern-
ments and agencies due to the artificial nature and high tox-
icity of these polymers that make them not suitable when it
comes to human health. This toxicity makes these additives
unfeasible in the long term from an environmental and health
standpoint, and their application is therefore somewhat lim-
ited. Industries in which the end product is meant for human
consumption, such as the pharmaceutical and food and bev-
erage industries, cannot use such additives to improve flows.
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